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Stay cool in
our pool

VMX Members can access the rooftop
swimming pool at Trademark Hotel.
Pick up your pool pass from the VMX
reception desk to take the plunge!
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F I T N E S S

Spin classes have become increasingly popular
in recent years, and for good reason. Not only
do they provide a high-intensity, full-body
workout, but they also offer a fun and
supportive environment for individuals to
achieve their fitness goals. Here are six
reasons why our spin classes are good for your
physical and mental health:

1. Cardiovascular fitness

Spin classes provide a vigorous
cardiovascular workout, which is essential
for maintaining a healthy heart and lungs.
This type of exercise increases heart rate
and blood circulation, resulting in a
stronger and more efficient cardiovascular
system. Besides improving your aerobic
capacity, cholesterol and triglyceride
levels, blood pressure, and body
composition, spin classes are also a low-
impact form of exercise, making it an ideal
option for individuals with joint pain or
injuries.

2. Strength and endurance

Spin classes incorporate resistance training
into their workouts, which helps to build
strength and endurance. By using
resistance on the stationary bike,
participants can increase the intensity of
their workout and challenge their muscles,
leading to improved overall fitness. It really
is a full-body workout on the bike, as you
will work your legs, glutes, back, and core.
It’s also a great way to build muscle
without getting bulky.

3. Weight loss

Spin classes are an excellent way to burn
calories and lose weight. The high-intensity
nature of the workout means that
individuals can burn a significant number of
calories in a short period of time, and will
continue to burn calories after class too.
Additionally, the combination of cardio and
strength training means that participants
can lose fat and build muscle, leading to a
leaner, more toned physique.

4. Mental health benefits

Spin classes offer more than just physical
benefits. The high-energy environment,
combined with the motivation and
encouragement of the instructor, can
result in improved mood and reduced
stress levels. The endorphins released
during exercise are known to boost
mental well-being, and the sense of
accomplishment that comes with
finishing a challenging workout can be
incredibly rewarding.

5. Community and social support

Spin classes provide a supportive
environment for individuals to achieve
their fitness goals. The group dynamic of
the class creates a sense of camaraderie,
and participants are able to motivate and
encourage each other during the workout.
Additionally, spin classes offer a fun and
engaging alternative to traditional
exercise, making it easier for individuals to
stick to their fitness routines.

Reasons to spin At VELOCITY6
6. Convenience and flexibility

Spin classes are available at various
times throughout the day, making it

easy for individuals to fit a
workout into their busy
schedules. Additionally,

the variety of classes offered,
such as low-impact, high-intensity,

and beginner classes, means that
there is something for everyone,
regardless of fitness level or

experience.

Ready to try a class? Then check
out Velocity, the new spin
studio by VMX Fitness. The
studio aims to revolutionise
indoor cycling with its state-of-
the-art equipment and
immersive workout experience.
Equipped with professional
Schwinn spin bikes and
integrated with industry-

leading software, you can now
compete with other riders through
interactive performance tracking
and a leaderboard displayed on a big

screen, resulting in an engaging and
motivating workout environment.

To find out more head to:
www.vmx-fitness.com/velocity
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Book your appointment at VMX today for a
3D body scan with Styku – the most advanced
non-intrusive body scanner in the world

Styku recreates your body in 3D and shows you how
your shape is changing over time

Uses harmless infrared light. Completely private. Takes
only 35 seconds

Extracts waist, hip, thigh, body fat%, and more with
medical-grade precision

See fat loss, calories burned and activity levels over time

YOUR 3D BODY SHAPE

FAST & NON-INVASIVE

DATA THAT MAKES SENSE

TRACK PROGRESS

Have you ever been told by a doctor
that your Body Mass Index (BMI)
determines whether you are healthy?
Or have you used an online BMI
calculator and felt good or bad about
yourself based on the results? The truth
is, BMI is not a reliable measure of your
fitness level or health risks and may
even give you false reports.

What is BMI?

BMI was developed in the early 19th
century by mathematician Lambert
Adolphe Jacques Quetelet as a quick
way to measure obesity in the general
population. It is calculated by dividing
an individual's weight in kilograms by
the square of their height in metres,
resulting in a number that categorises
them as underweight, healthy,
overweight, or obese.

However, here are the issues with BMI:

• BMI does not consider important
factors such as age, muscle mass,
bone density, water retention, waist
measurements, or body fat
percentage.

• It also ignores blood pressure,
cholesterol, cardiovascular
problems, and lifestyle factors like
activity level, smoking, alcohol
consumption, stress, and sleep.

• BMI does not indicate a person's
problem areas, and body fat
distribution is a critical predictor of
health.

• Muscle weighs more than fat, so a
person with a lot of muscle may have
a low body fat percentage, strong
muscle mass, and a high BMI score,
leading to a misleading classification
as ‘overweight’.

• Even the creator of BMI, Quetelet,
did not advocate his ratio as a
general measure of body build or fat.

A better way to evaluate your health
and fitness level is to measure body fat
and distinguish between fat and muscle
mass. Health facilities and gyms often
use 3D body scanning technology like
Styku to provide accurate and visualised
data on health risks and problem areas.
Styku scans your body in a 360-degree
view and offers an activity level and
calorie calculator, allowing you to track
your progress with real-time images of
your body.

If you want to learn more about Styku
3D Body Scans, or book your
appointment at VMX, visit www.vmx-
fitness.com/body-scan. It's time you got
accurate measurements of your health
and fitness level.

WHY BMI IS NOT AN ACCURATE MEASURE

OF FITNESS LEVEL OR HEALTH RISKS

H E A L T H
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F I T N E S S

TRANSFORMATION STORY

RICHARD GITUKU
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THE ALL–IN–ONEWORKOUT

F I T N E S S
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F I T N E S S
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@painandgainequipment

In conclusion, sleep is vital for our well-
being. Getting adequate sleep should be a
top health priority for everyone.

a chemical that builds up in the brain with
every waking minute, increases our desire

to sleep. You can, however, artificially
mute the sleep signal of

adenosine by using a
chemical that makes
you feel awake and

alert: caffeine.
Caffeine can block

adenosine
receptors, but it
cannot eliminate

the accumulation of
adenosine. So as your

body slowly breaks
down the caffeine
(about five to seven
hours to break down
just half the amount
of caffeine
ingested), those
receptors will now
be available for a

much higher level of
adenosine to bind to.

This is why it is not
advised to have caffeine

later in the day, and also
explains the energy

crash you may feel
afterwards.

Am I getting enough sleep?

While there are various medical conditions
that can lead to poor sleep, a thorough
clinical assessment is required to address
such issues. However, there are a few
questions you can ask yourself to
determine whether you're getting enough
quality and quantity of sleep:

1. After waking up in the morning, can you
easily fall back asleep at 10 or 11 am?

2. Are you unable to function optimally
without caffeine before noon?

3. If you didn't set an alarm clock, would
you significantly oversleep?

If your answers are ‘Yes’, it's likely that
you're not getting sufficient sleep quality
and/or quantity, and are relying on caffeine
to cope with chronic sleep deprivation.

Scientists have discovered a revolutionary
treatment that can improve memory,
enhance creativity, boost attractiveness,
promote weight loss, reduce food cravings,
protect you from cancer and dementia, and
lower your risk of heart attacks, stroke, and
diabetes. It can even make you feel happier
and less anxious. What is this miraculous
treatment? It's sleep, backed by over
17,000 scientific journals.

Sleep is essential for regulating our
metabolic rate by balancing insulin and
glucose levels, regulating appetite, and
maintaining gut microbiome. It also lowers
blood pressure, giving our circulatory
system a well-deserved break, and
enhances memory before and after
learning.

However, routinely sleeping less than six or
seven hours a night can severely damage
our immune system, doubling our risk of
cancer and leading to Alzheimer's disease.
Even moderate reductions in sleep for one
week can disrupt our blood sugar levels,
classifying you as pre-diabetic, and
increase the risk of coronary artery
blockages, leading to cardiovascular
disease. Inadequate sleep also contributes
to all major psychiatric conditions,
including depression, anxiety, and suicidal
tendencies.

When we are tired, we often feel hungrier
and eat more. This is because a hormone
called ghrelin that stimulates hunger
increases while leptin, which signals food
satisfaction, decreases.

The shorter your sleep, the shorter your
lifespan. All major organs and processes in
the body and brain are enhanced by sleep

and detrimentally affected by sleep
deprivation.

Factors determining our
sleep-wake pattern

Two factors that
determine our
sleep-wake
pattern are your
circadian rhythm
and sleep
pressure. The
circadian rhythm
is a natural
internal
process that
regulates our
sleep-wake
cycle,
repeated
roughly every
24 hours. Every
living creature on
the planet with a life
span of more than
several days
generates this
cycle. The
suprachiasmatic
nucleus in the
brain sets this clock
using daylight as a reliable
signal. Melatonin, a hormone that
regulates the timing of sleep, is released a
few hours after dusk, peaks around 4 am,
and drops to undetectable levels by mid-
morning. But be warned, melatonin is not a
powerful sleeping aid, as it has little
influence on the generation of sleep itself.

The second factor determining our sleep-
wake pattern is sleep pressure. Adenosine,

WORDS DR. SIMON MBIRUA

THE SCIENCE OF SLEEP

H E A L T H

Tips for a better night’s sleep

• Try to get between 7-10 hours of
sleep every night

• Fall asleep and wake up at the same
time every day to set your body clock

• Get some early morning sunlight

• Make sure your bedroom is cool, dark
and quiet

• Try reading a book before bed to
calm your mind

• Have a warm shower before bed to
cool down your body temperature

• Don’t have a long afternoon nap as it
reduces your sleep pressure

• Avoid stimulants such as caffeine in
the afternoon, or TV/screens before
bed

• Avoid alcohol, which prevents you
from having a deep sleep

• Check your medications are not
either a stimulant or a sedative



RECIPES FOR SUCCESS!

These delicious and easy recipes are brought to you by Ashley Kibutha,
Registered and Licensed Dietian. Ashley is an American award-winning dietitian
with 10+ years of experience who specialises in weight loss coaching, chronic
disease prevention and management, allergies, paediatric and general nutrition.

its_thyme ashleykibutha.wixsite.com/kibutha

No-Bake Energy Bites

Prep Time: 15 mins

Additional Time: 1 hr

Total Time: 1 hr 15 mins

Servings: 24

Ingredients

– 1 cup rolled oats

– 1/2 cup dark chocolate chips

– 1/2 cup ground flax seeds

– 1/2 cup crunchy peanut butter

– 1/3 cup honey

– 1 teaspoon vanilla extract

Directions

1) Stir oats, chocolate chips, flax see
ds, peanut

butter, honey, and vanilla extract together in

2) Roll dough into 24 balls with your

hands. Arrange balls on a baking

sheet and freeze until set, about 1

a bowl.

hour.

Good-For-You Veggie Grain Bowl
Ingredients
– 2 tsp. olive oil, divided
– 2 red chillis, seeded
– 1/4 cup cranberries
– 1 cup canned chickpeas
– 4 cups brown rice or quinoa,
cooked
– 1 cup cherry tomatoes,
halved

– 1 avocado, sliced
– Handful of grated cheese
– Lemon juice, to taste
– Salt and pepper, to taste

Prep Time: 15 mins
Additional Time: 1 hr
Total Time: 1 hr 15 mins
Servings: 24

Directions
1) Heat 1 teaspoon of olive oil over a medium heat until hot. Addthe chillis; cook, stirring occasionally, until they are tender, forabout 3 minutes. Season with salt and pepper. Remove from pan.2) Add remaining teaspoon oil to same pan. Add sweetcorn andchickpeas; cook over medium-high heat, until both begin to lightlybrown, about 5 minutes. Season with salt and pepper. Removefrom pan.
3) Cook brown rice or quinoa as instructed. Let it cool slightly.4) Add to a bowl your choice of grain, cooked sweetcorn andchickpeas, chillis, tomatoes, and avocados.Drizzle with lemon juice and
cover with grated cheese.

N U T R I T I O N

Protein is the
most satiating
macro. It will

keep you fuller
for longer!



Aerobics
Get your blood pumping and muscles working
in our aerobics classes with instructors who are
determined to help you to get the most out of
your workouts. Our classes include a variety of
aerobics exercises, such as dance-based work-
outs, step aerobics, and high-intensity interval
training. With the fun and supportive environ-
ment in our X-Fit and Step-Up classes, you’ll be
stepping your way into a fitter, happier you!

F I T N E S S

Functional Fitness
What if you had the option to have physical
training that prepared you to live more effi-
ciently? Well, you actually do. Functional fitness
is a form of training that helps you to perform
your everyday activities. Besides efficiency, you
also get better coordination, muscle gains, and
become less susceptible to injury. We offer Z6
Cross Training, Active X, Active Lite, Pour Hour,
Max Out Bootcamp, Strength Sunday, and
Uzani Weightlifting. Take your pick!

Speciality Classes
Fitness is not one-size-fits-all. We understand
that. Which is why we have a variety of special-
ity classes to ensure you’ve got an option that
suits your needs. From Bootyfully Waisted to
give you that feminine figure, to HIIT for your
cardio, Abs Attack to sculpt your core, Ball and
Tone for a well-defined body, and Bulgarian As-
sault for strength and endurance. Whatever
your goals or interests, we have just the class
for you!

Yoga
Find your balance, harmony, and energy with
the help of our certified instructor-led yoga
classes. They incorporate different styles of
yoga, including Power, Vinyasa, Sri Sri, Bliss, and
Energize. Each style offers unique benefits to
the mind and body, so you can be sure to find
one that fits your needs and preferences. All
classes are suitable for different levels – begin-
ner or yogi.

There are so many ways to get your blood pumping and work up a sweat –
a myriad of activities and disciplines to help you get stronger and healthier.
Here are some great options that VMX has to offer.

VMX CLASSES
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Dance
Improve your dancing skills while having fun in
our dance classes. With benefits such as better
coordination, increased balance and flexibility,
our classes are also perfect for reducing stress
and boosting your mood. Plus, it’s a great way to
meet new people and build your social connec-
tions. So, why don’t you join us for Dance Fit-
ness, Zumba, or Dance Fusion, and let’s have
some fun!

Combat Sports
Develop your physical and mental strength in
our combat sports classes designed to help you
build power, endurance, agility, and confidence,
all while learning valuable self-defense tech-
niques. Our experienced trainers will guide you
through each class, ensuring you’re properly
equipped for each session. Be it Boxfit, Taebo,
or Knockout, you’re sure to become a stronger
and more tactful athlete.



HALF
MARATHON MARATHON

 
 

1 YEAR
99,000

 
Easy Freeze

10 Free Guest Passes
2 Free Body Scans

 

RUN
 
 

3 MONTHS
27,500

 
Easy Freeze

2 Guest Passes
1 Free Body Scan

 

JOG
 
 
 

1 YEAR
9,900

12 Monthly 

Payments

BEGINNER
SPRINT

 
 

1 MONTH
6,000

12-15 years
 
 

Pool access, free parking and unlimited 
classes available for all memberships.

SPRINT
 
 

1 MONTH
12,500

 

MEMBERSHIP PRICING 

6 MONTHS
52,500

 
Easy Freeze

5 Guest Passes
1 Free Body Scan

DOWNLOAD THE VMX
GYMMASTER MEMBER APP

Check class schedules, manage your membership account
and sign up for classes directly from the free app. Ask our

front desk agents to help you get started.




